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Adjusting table and chair optimally
Chair height
Adjust the height of your chair so that your feet are flat on
the floor. Your legs should be bent at an angle of at least
90°.
Seat
The seat should be adjusted so that your back presses lightly
against the chair back. There should be, however, a small
gap between the seat and the backs of your knees – the
width of around two fingers.
Chair back
The chair back should be adjusted so that you can lean back
without exerting any strength. It should, however, provide
enough resistance so that the curve provides support in the
small of the back when sitting upright.

Lumbar support
Your office chair has a curved chair back. Adjust the height
of your chair back so that the curve is at the small of your
back. This encourages good posture. Some models allow
you to adjust the height of the back support without changing the height of the chair back.
Armrests (optional)
Sit upright in your chair and adjust the armrests so that your
elbows rest lightly on the armrests without having to raise
the shoulders. Armrests are not absolutely necessary.
Table height
When you are sitting upright in your chair, the table height
should be adjusted so that you can rest your elbows on the
table without raising your shoulders.
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Installing working tools optimally
Monitor
Place your monitor directly in front of you so that you do not
need to turn your head sideways. The height should be set
so that the top of the screen is a hand’s width below the
level of your eyes.

Keyboard and mouse
The keyboard should be directly in front of you. The distance
to the table edge should be between 10 and 15 cm so that
you can rest the heels of your hands on the table. Place your
mouse as close as possible to the keyboard.

The distance between your eyes and the screen should be at
least an arm’s length, a little more if you have a large screen.
Do not bring the monitor closer if you cannot see text clearly.
Instead, increase the type size in your programme.

Documents
Take care to place documents between the keyboard and
the monitor and not between the table edge and the keyboard. If possible, the keyboard, document and monitor
should be aligned.

